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 In this article, a free secondary lens is designed for an LED fishing/working 

lamp (LFWL), which is recommended for the purpose of taking the place of a 

traditional high-intensity discharge (HID) fishing lamp. To serve the lighting 
needs of fishing and the on-board activities on fishing boats, the innovative 

LED lamp is proposed. To make the freeform lens in our optics design process, 

we depended on Gaussian decomposition. In this way, it is easy to approach  

the targeted light intensity distribution curve (LIDC) of the LFWL lens.  
The simulated results show that the performance of the LED fishing/working 

lamps is much better than that of HID fishing lamps for illumination onboard, 

on the sea-surface, and underwater. Meanwhile, a lighting efficiency of 91% 

with the power consumption reduction of more than 50% can be achieved 
when the proposed LED fishing/working lamps are used instead of the HID 

fishing lamps. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the modern time, when it has been witnessed a constant development in technology applications. 

In terms of lighting market, LEDs are considered as a potential and powerful light source that can replace the 

traditional one. The reason for its popularity comes from the its excellent features such as high efficiency, long 

lifetime, fast reaction and environmental friendliness [1-8]. Nevertheless, it is hard to get all the abilities of 

conventional radiation pattern of LEDs fully employed, so the LEDs packages needs support from additional 

optical devices [9-12].Therefore, using a secondary freeform lens, which is introduced to convert the raw 

radiation pattern into a more suitable one, as an additional optical device seems to be the best solution[13-17]. 

Besides, owing to their freeform surfaces, this kind of lenses can help to generate more uniformity lights and 

a proper light intensity distribution curve (LIDC) [18-21]. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no 

function proposed to achieve an ideal LIDC through the use of secondary lenses. Recently, many researchers 

have concentrated on creating suitable design of light patterns used in fishing. As mentioned in the 2012 study 

of Shen’s group, to catch the attention of fishes, LEDs applied a light pattern with an alternating distribution 

of brightness and darkness are used as alternatives for traditional lights [22]. This intensity distribution curve 

was demonstratedby the Taylor series.Two year later, Shen and his partners designed a novel lens having a 

capability of generating a light pattern of multiple concentric circles for appealing fish shoals by applying 

Fourier series and an energy mapping method [23]. Based on the Taylor series and Fourier series, the mentioned 

LIDCs are exhibited in details, and thus it saves a lot of time to calculate and simulate these LIDCs. In addition, 

the coefficients of the exponential terms and the emitted angle of LED are utilized to present LIDCs applying 
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Taylor series. Besides, the computation of the LIDCs are carried out based on the sine and cosine functions in 

Fourier series. Although these series can reduce the amount of time computating and simulating the LIDCs, 

adetailed presentation of the progess and an exact model of LIDCs are hard to achive. Realizing this difficulty, 

this study proposes the Gaussian decomposition [24, 25]to have the LIDCspresented more accurately. 

Moreover, with the use of a set of many variable parameters, consisting the main lobe’s position, the 

multiplying factors, and the standard deviations,the exact simulation of required LICDs can be accomplished. 

The main goal that this research try to fulfill is achieving the lighting purpose for both fishing and on-board 

operations on fishing boats; and the key approach to the success in both circumstances is the application of a 

freeform secondary lens with power chip LEDs. During the design process, the Gaussian decomposition was 

calculated and used to model the proposed LFWL light distribution. In addition to the optical design and 

computer simulation work, optical experiments are presented to show the advantages of the proposed LFWL. 

 

 

2. LFWL LENS DESIGN 

2.1.  Gaussian decomposition method 

The LFWL is designed to support for both fishing and on-board activities. Specifically, the 

development of the LIDC of LFWL lens is used for two zones, one is the central area for fishing and the other 

is the two side lobes for on-board working, which are illustrated in Figure 1. The lateral lobe zones are set up 

through the central peak area for the purpose of obtaining multiple uses from the same LED light power. The 

light generated by the side lobes is provided for on-board work in fishing vessels. Meanwhile, the light in the 

center peak region is used to attract the fishes under water. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The designed LIDC of LFWL lens 

 

 

Based on the Gaussian decomposition, the LIDC of LFWL lens can be computed [10, 11] as follows: 
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In which 0 and n (for n = 1, 2…) presents the position of the primary lobe, the nth side lobe, respectively. 

Meanwhile, the values of multiplying factors a0, a1, a2,… and the standard deviations 0, 1, 2,… are carefully 

adjusted to be appropriate to the required LIDC pattern. The values of these parameters corresponding to  

the desired LIDC pattern are demonstrated in Table 1. Moreover, the workflow of finding the desired 

parameters by Gaussian decomposition is displayed in Figure 2. The detailed process can be demonstrated as 

four steps below: 

- Step 1: Select the initial key parameters of the Gaussian mixtures based on the idea of the LIDC pattern of 

the LFWL lens including the number of side lobes, and the position of the main lobe and all side lobes. 

- Step 2: Determine the parameter of standard deviations, meaning that determining the width of the main 

lobe and side lobes based on the design requirement. 

- Step 3: Run the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation algorithm to find the multiplying factors 

an for n = 1, 2,… 
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- Step 4: If the MMSE is within an acceptable region, i.e. MMSE <, where  = 10-3 is the maximum 

acceptable error, then stop the procedure. Otherwise, go back to Step 2 and adjust the values of n, then 

repeat the algorithm. 

Through the process of design, the LIDC of LFWL lens, which is up to standard, can be appeared by 

the superposition of Gaussian functions with the proper parameters. These parameters are computed and 

indicated in Table 1, which results in the analytical solution of the LIDC proposed in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flow chart of finding the target factor using Gaussian decomposition 

 

 

Table 1. Designed parameters of the LIDC for LFWL lens using gaussian decomposition 
Design parameters Values 

a0 15.04 

a1 10.98 

1 65 

0 20.35 

1 39.63 

 

 

2.2. Construction of the LFWL lens 

The (2) below is use to calculated the normalized luminous intensity distribution curve (LIDC) of the 

light source. In this formula, each angle is presented by , and their luminous intensity is indicated by ILED(). 

 

ILED () = Ia cosx () (2) 

 

Additionally, the exponential factor x of (2) can be expressed as: x= -ln(2)/ln(cos0.5), where 0.5  represents 

the light-emitting view-angle of the LED that is describedas the angle of which the luminous intensity is half 

of Ia. With 0.5  of 600, the perfect Lambertian-LED can be obtained. The vector equation of Snell’s Law [12] 

can be written as: 

 

2 2 2
O IO I O In O n I n n n n O I N− = + +  

 
(3) 

 

here, nO and nI indicates the refractive index of reflection and incident ray within the lens, respectively. O 

showsthe refraction unit vector and I meansthe incident unit vector while N representsthe nomal vector 

corresponding to the incident and refraction vectors. In Figure 3 is the method of constructing the main curve 

of the LFWL lens. The LED source’s central region is placed at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. 

The incident ray Ii(i = 1, 2) from the LED source is aimed to the main curve at the corresponding point Ri for 

generating the refracted ray Oi. The points Qi  and Ri separate the main curve of the LFWL lens into four equal 
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parts. The Q0 Q1 and Q1 Q2 curves are presented by f1(x) and f2(x) functions, respectively. The normal vector 

Ni  can be obtained based on the derivation of fi(x). The end points of the main curve are preset as Qi, which 

are the boundary conditions of the (3), combining with the results of fi(x) derivation. Indeed, the Q0 Q1 and Q1 

Q2 curves can be obtained by employing angular energy mapping between the LIDC of the lens (1) and  

the LIDC of the LED source (2), and then substituting the mapping relationship into Snell’s Law (3). First,  

the Zemax optics design program is employed to find fi(x). Moreover, by changing fi(x), it is possible to freely 

adjust Ni  until O1 and O2 are directed to the desired LIDC of LFWL lens. The original 3-D LFWL lens design 

is presented in Figure 4 (a). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Illustration of 2-D ray-tracing plot of the LFWL lens 

 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. (a) The 3-D diagrams of the accomplished freeform lens for fishing/working lamp; and 

(b) it simulated 2-D intensity distribution map 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In order to successfully get the designing process of the proposed secondary lens under control, we 

applied Solidworks and the optical design program Zemax to this study. Figure 4 (a) is the illustration of  

the optimal freeform surface produced by these softwares. The WLED used as a light source for our simulations 

and experiments is the one having 107 lm luminous flux. Besides, for the best of the fabrication  

the experimental LFWL module, we attached this white LED packageto the optimized freeform lens. Based on 

the use of Solidworks, the LEDs module is fabricatedas amechanical model, whose key role is as the input to 

the TracePro program for Monte Carlo ray-tracing carries out the measurement of the light productivity. 

Displayed in Figure 4 (b) is the simulated 2-D intensity distribution of the proposed LFWL lens.As can be 

seen, the light generated in the 0~45-degree distribution area is utilized to attract the fishes under water while 

the light at the distribution zone of 55~85 degrees which is like a pair of bird wings is used for on-board 

lighting. In Figure 6, the offered LED fishing/working secondary lens is expressed as a specimen, which is 

suggested for optical experiments.  

Moreover, Figure 5 (a) exhibits the material used to create this prototype, which is plastics. 

Meanwhile, Figure 5 (b) shows the 2-D optical intensity distribution of the LFWL module which is estimated 

by a goniophotometer. When the LIDCs of LFWL lenses are compared using examples of the two designs: 

Gaussian decomposition (Figure 1) and the measured LIDC (Figure 6). Next step, to compare the performance 
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of our proposed freeform lens with the conventional fishing light, the investigation of a 225000 lumens/ 

2000 W Philips HID conventional fishing lamp and a 54000 lumens/450 W LED light composed by the array 

of proposed fishing/working LED modules is carried out. Figure 7 illustrates the measured light distribution 

curve of the HID fishing lamp. 

 
 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. (a) The fabricated freeform lens sample, and (b) its measured 2-D intensity distribution map 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The measured LIDC of LFWL lens 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The measured LIDC of the HID fishing lamp 
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Figure 8 presents the separation between freeform lenses of the LED sets. This separation of 30 mm 

and 25 mm corresponds to the length and width of the LED set. Then, an examination between the two same 

sizes 12 m (L) x 3 m (W) fishing boats is conducted. There is a note that the two boats used in our simulation 

experiments have a board of 2 m higher than the water surface for considering the condition of fishing and 

working environment.In particular, the first boat is equipped with 30 sets of proposed 450 W LED 

fishing/working lamps, as illustrated in Figure 9 (a). However, the lighting equipment of the second boat is just 

20 sets of the 2000 W HID fishing lamps, as presented in Figure 9 (b). The lamps on two boats are installed on 

poles, and these poles are located on both sides of the fishing boats with an equal distance from each other, and 

a height of 2 m from the board floor. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The separations between freeform lenses of the LED sets 
 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 9. The simulation of the fishing boat equipped with  

(a) 30 sets of the 450 W LED fishing/working lamps; (b) 20 sets of the 2000 W HID fishing lamps 
 

 

In term of evaluating the distribution of light illumination, the DiaLux software is employed to deal 

with the intensity spreading files (IES file) of the lights, which are obtained by the optical measurements using 

goniometer. Table 2 is the comparison between the performance of two lighting systems evaluated on 

differentpositions: on the board and on the watersurrounding around the fishing vessel. As a result, it is shown 

that the proposed lamp utilizes just 1/3 the electricity, compared to the traditional HID lamp, but it can bring 

almost identical illumination distribution regardless of on boat or water. The computation takes account of light 

absorption of seawater, seawater surface reflectivity, and the light spectrum, thenitproduces the data of  

the underwater light illumination distribution at one-meter depth.After analyzing the attained results, we can 

find that the novel fishing/working LED lamps get 91% efficiency in the seawater transmission, 7% higher 

than the result of traditional HID fishing lamp (84 %). The simulated data of these lamps are all indicated in 

Table 2.  
 

 

Table 2. Comparison of the lighting performances between the novel LED fishing lamps and  

the traditional HID fishing lamps for the fishing boat 
Lamp systems Power (W) Board (lux) Sea-surface (lux) Underwater (lux) Efficiency (%) 

LED lamps 13500 3065 1639 1315 91 

HID lamps 40000 2992 1768 1438 84 
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Moreover, the distribution of illumination on the boards is similar in these two cases, as presented in 

Figure 10. As can be seen in Figure 11, the comparison between the illumination distribution on the sea-surface 

of two sets of lighting system is clearly displayed. The results imply that both the angle of illumination 

distribution and the average illumination of the LED sets are smaller than those of the HID sets. However, the 

deviations are insignificant. Therefore, we can again confirm the efficiency of the proposed LED light and its 

ability in fish shoals’ attractiveness, which brings more benefits than the traditional one. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10. The distribution of illumination on the board of the 30 sets of the 450 W LED fishing/working 

lamps (top), and the 20 sets of the 2000 W HID fishing lamps (bottom) 
 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 11. (a) The distribution of illumination on the sea-surface for the 30 sets of the 450 W LED 

fishing/working lamps and (b) the 20 sets of the 2000 W HID fishing lamps 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This study offers a detailed method for designing a novel freeform lens which serves the purpose of 

LED fishing/working. The Gaussian decomposition is employed to displayed the LIDC of LFWL lens. 

Through our experimental results, the traditional HID fishing lamp can be easily replaced by the 
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fishing/working lamp serving both fishing and on-board working purposes with lower power 

consumption.Moreover, the simulation results showed that the proposed fishing/working LED lamp can 

accomplishhigher illumination efficiency than the traditional HID lights. 
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